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“Most investors are primarily oriented
towards return - how much they can make
and pay little attention to risk - how much
they can lose. My chief concern is the
quality of the businesses we buy because
when I get that right, returns have been
more than satisfactory”.
Tom Spain
Director
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Important Information
The information provided here is only a guide.
It is designed to give you an appreciation of
Business Relief to see if you think it might
be right for you. It is not to be relied upon to
make financial decisions. If you are unsure
about any of the information here or would
like personalised recommendations then please
contact Henry Spain Investment Services directly.
The information presented is correct as of
August 2019. Henry Spain Investment Services
is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority
and registered in England and Wales (number
7118506).

ABOUT HENRY SPAIN INVESTMENT SERVICES
Henry Spain Investment Services was
established back in 2010 by Tom Spain,
a Chartered Wealth Manager and
Stockbroker. We focus on delivering
a personalised and proactive wealth
management service by understanding
the financial needs of our clients. We
know that you want to be able to pass on
as much of your estate as possible, which
is why we offer the Alternative Investment
Market (AIM) Business Relief Portfolio as
one of our InheritanceTax solutions.

We focus on
delivering a
personalised and
proactive wealth
management
service

INTRODUCTION
Business Relief can be used to shield
investments from Inheritance Tax and
therefore reduce the amount that your
beneficiaries could have to pay on your
estate when you pass away. Investing in
qualifying companies for at least two years
before death means that your investment
can be passed on free from Inheritance
Tax.
If you have any questions about our AIM
Business Relief Portfolio or you’d just like
to find out more then get in touch with
Henry Spain Investment Services on 01858
898023 (Market Harborough) or 01572
897510 (Oakham).
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To find out more you can make an
appointment with us on our website at
www.henryspain.co.uk/contactus or simply
pop into one of our conveniently located
offices in Market Harborough or Oakham.
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INHERITANCE TAX REFRESHER
Inheritance Tax (IHT) is a tax payable on the
transfer of assets from your estate after
you pass away. Your estate includes any
property, savings, investments or assets
that you hold when you die. Some gifts
that you make in your lifetime may also be
liable. For more detailed information on
gifts, see our inheritance tax guide.
Not everyone’s estate is subject to IHT. The
government gives people a nil-rate band
of £325,000. Essentially, if your estate is
worth less than this, it won’t be subject to
any IHT.

Before you read this guide, we recommend that
you take a look at our inheritance tax guide,
Five Ways to Reduce Inheritance Tax, which
gives more information about what inheritance
tax is and how you can reduce how much your
beneficiaries might have to pay.
This guide focuses on Business Relief as a
solution rather than giving you a complete
overview. If you’re not comfortable with the

Additionally, a family home allowance,
also know as the main residence band,
has been introduced in line with rising
house prices. The main residence band is
£150,000 for 2019, and it rises to £175,000
in 2020. So, if you have a home worth more
than this band and you intend to pass
it on to your children or grandchildren,
you are eligible for this extra allowance.
This means that you can have an estate,
including your family home, worth up to
£475,000 that can be passed on without
Inheritance Tax being due.

If your estate is worth more than this
limit, anything exceeding it will be taxed
at a rate of 40%.
Being married or in a civil partnership
means that you can inherit your spouse’s
entire estate free of Inheritance Tax
regardless of how much the estate is
worth. If their nil-rate band and main
residence band are unused, you can also
inherit them or whatever’s left of them.

If you believe that your estate will exceed
these levels, you might want to put in
place some plans to reduce the potential
Inheritance Tax bill. This guide gives you
information on Business Relief. However,
this does not have to be the only option
you utilise, nor do we recommend that it
is. Take a look at Henry Spain’s Five Ways
to Reduce Inheritance Tax Guide and see
if you’d like to consider any of the other
options we offer.

risks, then the alternative options presented
in the Inheritance Tax guide might be more
suitable. Here, we’ll give you a quick overview
of what inheritance tax is, and who might have
to pay it.
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WHAT IS
BUSINESS
RELIEF?

Since 1976, Business Relief has been a
part of Inheritance Tax legislation. It was
introduced to help prevent businesses
from being sold or broken up following
the owner’s death. Essentially, the
introduction of Business Relief now means
that if you hold shares in a business that
qualifies, you can pass them on to your
beneficiaries without them being subject
to Inheritance Tax (IHT).
Not all companies qualify for Business
Relief so you need to ensure that the
companies you choose fit the criteria.
For example, companies dealing with
securities, stocks, land or buildings do not
qualify for relief.

Be aware, some businesses qualify for
just 50% Business Relief. This means that
should you invest in those businesses your
beneficiaries will still have to pay some
IHT.
The London Stock Exchange’s Alternative
Investment Market (AIM) is home to many
smaller and growing companies that do
qualify for Business Relief. At Henry Spain,
we offer an AIM Business Relief Portfolio.
This allows you to invest in a diverse
selection of qualifying companies so that
you can pass on more of your estate to
your beneficiaries.

HOW CAN BUSINESS RELIEF BENEFIT YOU?
If you’re looking for a way to reduce the
amount of Inheritance Tax (IHT) that might
be due on your estate then investing in
qualifying businesses is a good way to do
it.
Other IHT reduction strategies such as
giving money away using Potentially
Exempt Transfers (PETs) take seven years
before they are exempt from IHT. With
Business Relief you only need to have
held an investment for two years before
you pass away before it becomes free of
Inheritance Tax. Importantly, you still need
to hold the shares at this point. Investing
in a Business Relief qualifying company
not only reduces the amount of IHT that
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could be due, it also gives your investment
the chance to grow. People often prefer
investing their money than simply giving
it away.
If you wanted to gift large sums of money
as a way of reducing your estate, you’d
have to do it at least seven years before you
passed away to avoid paying Inheritance
Tax. This means you wouldn’t have access
to it for a long period of time, something
that a lot of people are not comfortable
with. >>
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In contrast, investing in a qualifying
company could mean that your money
grows, and you have a shorter period
without access to your money.
Investments in AIM companies can now
be held within an ISA (Individual Savings
Account). This means that on top of your
investment being Inheritance Tax free,
you also get the benefits that come with
an ISA.

For example, anything held within an ISA
is free from both Capital Gains Tax and
Income Tax.
Keep in mind that there are limits on the
amount that you can put into ISAs each
tax year. For more information on ISAs see
Henry Spain’s A Guide to ISAs.

BUSINESS RELIEF AT HENRY SPAIN
At Henry Spain, we offer a discretionary
managed portfolio of Business Relief
qualifying companies that are listed on
AIM. Any investment in these companies
that remains eligible and is held for at
least two years becomes exempt from
Inheritance Tax, providing that the
investment is still held at the time of
passing.
On the behalf of our clients, we invest
funds into a diversified selection of
established smaller companies listed on
AIM. We make sure we invest in a variety
of companies in a variety of sectors. By
diversifying our investments, we help to
mitigate some of the risk that comes with
investing on the stock market.
You get the option to either hold your
investments in a Stocks and Shares ISA
and receive the extra benefits, or you can
invest outside of an ISA if you wish.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF THE
COMPANIES WE INVEST IN
FEVER-TREE is a UK-based company
that was established in 2005. Now
they are the world’s leading supplier
of premium carbonated mixers with
distribution to over 60 countries
around the world. They have a
market capitalisation of £2.57bn and
in 2018 their revenue was up by 39%
to £237m.
BREEDON are the UK’s largest
independent construction materials
group. They employ nearly 3,000
people and have almost 900 million
tonnes of mineral reserves and
resources. Last year their revenue
increased by 32% to £863m and
they have a market capitalisation of
£1.03bn.

KEY BENEFITS
• SIMPLE. Our IHT solution allows you to invest
without the need for insurance underwriting or a
complicated trust structure.
• GROWTH AND INCOME FOCUSED. AIM listed
companies can offer potential growth above
inflation, as well as income in the form of dividends.
• CAPITAL ACCESS. As a client, you retain the ability
to draw on capital or growth whenever you need to.
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INVESTMENT TIME HORIZON

INVESTMENT DETAILS
Our AIM Business Relief Portfolio has a minimum investment of £100,000 (or
£50,000 if you hold other investments with us) so that we can suitably diversify your
investments. Although you need to hold shares in a qualifying company for just two
years before your investment becomes exempt from IHT, we suggest a timeframe of
at least 5 years to give your investments the chance to grow.
For full details of all costs and charges associated with setting up and the ongoing
management of our AIM Business Relief Portfolio, please refer to our Schedule of
Charges and Fees.
Investing in our AIM Business Relief Portfolio should be regarded as a high risk, longterm investment. We recommend that this IHT solution should only be considered
alongside an existing estate planning strategy. Remember, you should only invest if
you have financial security independent of any investment made.

KNOW THE RISKS
YOU MAY LOSE MONEY
Companies listed on the AIM are smaller
and use the investments they receive
to help them grow. This carries more
risk than investing in larger companies
since smaller companies may not grow
in line with expectations or can even fail
completely.
Because of this, you could have a negative
return or, in the worst case, a complete
loss of capital. At Henry Spain we mitigate
this risk by only investing 5% of your
investment in any one company. Still, with
investing in the stock market, you need to
be aware that your investment could fall
in value, as well as rise.
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NOT ALL COMPANIES QUALIFY
FOR BUSINESS RELIEF
Although the companies we select for our
AIM Business Relief Portfolio do currently
qualify, the regulations are subject to
change. If you choose to pick your own
companies to invest in, they may not
qualify for Business Relief either initially
or over time. Cash holdings do not qualify
for relief. Inheritance Tax rules may also
change, so it’s important to keep in mind
that what you invest may not be inherited
tax free if changes come into place.

You should explain to your beneficiaries
that they need to take in to account timing
when they choose to sell your holdings.
Some of the investments you made may
be valued lower than when they were
purchased due to company-specific
reasons or because of the market as a
whole. It is wise to seek advice during this
time to identify whether it’s best to leave
the money invested, or withdraw it and
make a loss.

YOUR INVESTMENTS MAY BE
DIFFICULT TO SELL
Shares within AIM tend to be more difficult
to sell than those in larger companies
listed on the FTSE 100. This means that
there can be times when it can be harder
to sell your holdings and when you may
have to accept a price that’s lower than
you paid or what we believe the shares
are worth should you want to make an
immediate withdrawal. We recommend
that you always seek advice before buying
or selling an investment.

REMEMBER…
It is very important that you never
invest short-term emergency funds into
a portfolio of shares because you don’t
want to be a forced seller at any point. You
should always have a cash buffer set aside
that you can use if you need to. You should
only invest if you can afford to continue
your current lifestyle and have additional
money set aside if you need it.
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Market Harborough Office:
49a High Street
Market Harborough
Leicestershire
LE16 7AF
Tel: +44(0)1858 898023

Oakham Office:
3 Church Passage
Oakham
Rutland
LE15 6DR
Tel: +44(0)1572 897510

www.henryspain.co.uk

info@henryspain.co.uk

Risk Warnings: Certain investments carry a higher degree of risk than others and are, therefore, unsuitable for
some investors. The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up, and you may
not recover the amount of your initial investment. Where an investment involves exposure to a foreign currency,
changes in rates of exchange may cause the value of the investment, and the income from it, to go up or down.
Opinions constitute our judgement as of this date and are subject to change without warning. Neither Henry
Spain nor any connected company accepts responsibility for any direct or indirect or on sequential loss suffered
by you or any other person as a result of your acting, or deciding not to act, in reliance upon any information
contained in this Brochure. Before contemplating any transaction, you should consider whether you require
any advice from a financial adviser which we would be happy to provide. Tax benefits and allowances described
in this brochure are based on current legislation and HM Revenue & Customs practice and depend on personal
circumstances. These may change from time to time and are not guaranteed. Henry Spain is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England and Wales No. 7118506. Registered Office:
49a High Street, Market Harborough, Leicestershire, LE16 7AF
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